
Robert Smith 
Lead ABAP Developer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Responsible for providing support in the areas of creating and maintaining 
customized ABAP programs (RICEF) Reports, Interfaces, Conversions, 
Enhancements & Forms, troubleshooting, debugging and the creation of 
technical design documents.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead ABAP Developer
ABC Corporation -   April 2006 – December 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Create sales order using RFC receiver adapter file adapters - work on 
file to file transfers using file receiver and sender adapters.

 (PSEG) is a publicly-traded energy services company, operating through
main subsidiaries Public Service Electric &amp; Gas Company 
(PSE&amp;G), PSEG Power and PSEG Energy Holdings.

 Involve in the analysis, design, and implementation of the tasks for 
creating applications.

 Responsible to analyze the common errors that are raised in the DP 
tool, and give an appropriate solution for that.

 Involve in the development of the Reports (both classical and 
interactive) &amp; also using ALVs Experienced in Data Dictionary 
Objects (Domains, Data Elements, and Tables, views and search help).

 Implemented BADIs depending on client requirement.
 Implemented many OSS notes.

ABAP Developer
Delta Corporation -   2005 – 2006 

Responsibilities:

 Description CibaVision (now Alcon) is a giant in the eye-care industry 
specializing in lens, lens care and eye care products.

 Their SAP implementation involves a lot of customer facing features like
Patient Care, Value added services in Logistics and so on.

 Coupled with high volume, low value orders, this makes their SAP 
implementation pretty all-round in terms of the scope and 
customization.

 Responsibilities Preparation of Technical specifications from the 
functional specifications and Coding according to standards.

 Conduct the Unit Test Plan before the deliveries to ensure that the 
development meets the client requirements.

 Responsible for quality deliverable objects.
 Involved in code reviews.

Education

Bachelor in Technology - (JNT University)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

SAP ABAP, SAP 
WebDynpro, SAP 
Workflow, SAP HANA, 
Sap OOPS ABAP, SAP 
BI/BW, SAP UI5, SAP 
FIORI.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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